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Dear 'dark, 	 10/7/82 
Your observation about our enjoyink the Orioles' finish aeearently was written a day too soon!. Lire reaction? You can't imaeine how much she is rooting for the Angels! Only because she wants the Brewers to lose. 

I'm all for ACCESS and I'll be glad to o mumber or whatever else you call it. On the name, I think there ie an FOIA organization calling itsdelf ACCESS. 
And while I agrees with the "senseless," I wonder if it 	the most effective word you could have begineing with an "S." Might it antagonize some of the borderline people? 

I'd like to sec the bill wheneit is drafted. 
Don't build up hope too much. There are those in the Congress who will think in terms ether than you have in mind, in terms of other matters they want kept secret throughout their lifetimes. I think you should limit your bill to the imeediate two assassinations and in terms of "if they have nothing to hide, why do they hide so muah?" 

Last nicht Jim told me of the recent CIA filing and of the extent of the LBO 201 file. I'm undertain of the period covered by the profile, but as I told him, I think that what dart had to say, his words rather literally, might be very interesting when co-pared with this greatibulk of records. 
Jim h.e5 im nind doing eoeothing with whet I' e done on Phillips' lies, in terns of having it ienediately retrievable frog the memory business Bud has. Be does not live time. Ilan you do it? I'm thinking more in terms of tho ieueldiatc, a bill of particulari against conclusory affidavits from incompetent SAs who swaear to anything and what it means in FOIA litigation. Of course th7 courts are aware that the Phil ips all have magma cum laude degrees from Mendacity U., but they have not had to confront this. I want them to and for it be be the crue of what goes to the appeeln court. 

Good leek on your project and 
best to Kevin and you, 
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